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Night Photography Exposures

Urban Night Photography exposures are quite fast (1-45 seconds)

this image was ISO 100, 30 seconds, f11 using available light



Image Stacking

The three types of moonlit night exposures

Night Photography Exposures

Star PointsStar Trails
(single frame,1-45 min) (single frame,5-15 sec) (multiple exposures combined 

for a 1-8 hour total exposure 
period)



Night Photography Exposures: Star Trails

1) The camera’s native ISO should be used 
    for the cleanest, noise free results

Canon = 100 ISO
Nikon = 200 ISO

2) Use LENR to reduce noise

3) Larger apertures will gather more stars
    (f7.1 is my personal favorite)

4) Exposure times will be 1-45 minutes
    depending on the ambient light

5) Perform a high ISO exposure test to
    quickly determine the exposure,



There is a direct translation from the exposure 
in minutes at the native ISO 
to seconds at 6x native ISO

(Canon) 100 ISO x6 = 6400 ISO testing
(Nikon) 200 ISO x6 = 12800 ISO testing

Night Photography Exposures: High ISO testing 



Night Photography Exposures: High ISO testing 

high ISO test exposure
ISO 6400, 15 seconds, f7.1

final exposure
ISO 100, 15 minutes, f7.1



Night Photography Exposures: High ISO testing 

Review the test exposure for composition, focus, and depth of field

High ISO testing saves a lot of time and increases productivity!



Night Photography Exposures: Star Points

1) Very exciting! Excellent quality with the 
    latest, highest quality cameras 

2) Exposures must be less than ~15 seconds
    to keep the stars from trailing

3) Use LENR to reduce noise

4) Larger apertures will gather more stars

5) Although a high ISO is required, use the 
   lowest high ISO possible to minimize noise.
   1600 ISO often considered “sweet spot”

6) ISO 1600 at f5.6 for 12 seconds is a 
    common exposure for this type of image. 



Image Stacking

At a camera’s native ISO, brighter moonlight scenes are often limited to 5-30 
minutes. This doesn’t allow for long star trails and 

other events that can happen over longer periods of time.



Image Stacking

A 2 hour exposure would capture long star trails but blow out the stationary, 
ambient lit objects.



Image Stacking

Image stacking allows us to make multiple exposures.... 



Image Stacking

... and combine them into an image 
that represents a longer period of time



Advantages:

 allows us to capture events that take place over longer 
 periods of time (star trails, moon trails, moving objects, etc)

 increased image quality

 accident prevention

 increased light painting flexibility

Disadvantages:

 requires post processing

 potential for gaps in star trails that 
 show up in large prints

Image Stacking



Shot 27 frames and used 22



Image Stacking

22 four minute exposures = 1 hour 28 minutes



Image Stacking

the detail and cleanliness is incredible!



Star Points
(single frame,15 Sec)

Star Trails
(single frame,5 min)

Image Stacking
(1.5 hour total exposure)

(impossible without stacking!)



Image Stacking

Want to do some image stacking?

On a full or near full moon night, environments without artificial 
lighting can be stacked with these settings:

ISO 200, f7.1, 4 minutes

This is a starting exposure recommendation. Experiment as needed.



Image Stacking

Other details:

1) LENR must be turned off for image stacking!

2) Use an electronic remote timer to automate the process 
    without user intervention
3) Set the white balance to “K” at  ~3700K for moonlight,
    ~2700K for urban settings

4) As always, watch your focus and make sure stars are sharp

5) Stars can be seen in Live View mode when zoomed in (Canon).

6) Very wide angle lenses allow for greater depth of field so
    that foreground and stars are all in focus.



Methods for combining frames

Dr. Brown’s Stack-A-Matic 2.1+ 
Specially written for night photography image stacking! 
Joint effort between Russell and I, released May 2011, free.
Available from the scripts page at www.russellbrown.com
Compatible with Photoshop CS4 + CS5 (Standard + Extended)

 “Open in Photoshop as Layers” and set each layer to 
 the Lighten blending mode (an excellent option for PSCS3 and older)

LR/Enfuse (LR plug-in that requires donation)

Startrails.exe (Windows)

Keith’s Image Stacker

Image Stacking



Everything I’ve discussed is presented 
in better detail in the book: 

“Night Photography: 
  Finding your way in the dark” 

by Lance Keimig & Scott Martin

available at Amazon.com 
and bookstores everywhere



Please visit:

www.on-sight.com
www.thenightskye.com 

to learn more about 
our Photography Workshops

to find out more about on-on-one training
and to sign up for our newsletters
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